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This inven‚tion relates to adjusting screws. - 
' The object of this invention is to improve the stability 
of adjustment of threadecl devices. 
-A feature of this invention is a means for insulatedly 

mounting a threaded member. 
‚ Another feature of this invention is a means for im 
parting high axial stability to a threaded member. 
A‘ further. feature of this invention is a means for 

mounting a threaded member so that the torque required 
to turn the member remains constant within predeter 
mined limits _ 

Threaded elements such as set screws and machine 
screws are widely used adjustably to control the physical 
relationship between two members. In many such appli 
cations, it is imperative that the threaded member have 
high axial stability so that the adjusting element will re 
main in a preset position despite shifts in the position of 
the adjusted member. 
Ü A furthei reqnirement frequently imposed is that the 
adjusting eliement so intimately engage its threads that a 
ielat‘ively high and exceedingly uniform torque is re 
quired to change the Position 0f the adjusting element. 
With customary techniques, this requirement is dif?cult 
of econbmical attainment in that precision tapping is re 
quired in a hole that normally must be reamed as well 
as bored. ' 

It is additionally required, in many electrical applica 
tions, that the adjusting element be electrically insulated 
from the adjusted element. This has normally been 
accompli3hed either by mounting the threaded female 
element in a plate 0f insulating material o1‘ by providing 
the male threaded element with an insulated portion en 
gaging the adjusted member. The former method re 
quired the replacement of a simple punched metal part 
with an expensive substitute of normally inferior physi 
cal properties; the latter method has proved costly of 
execution and not adequate from a stability standpoint 
because insulating materials normally cannot withstand 
as high unit pressures as metals. 
The aforesaid object has been attained and the noted 

de?ciencies in the prior art methods have been overcome 
by means of an insulated member which is ?rmly clamped 
in a metal plate and which is designed to accept a 
threaded male member, assuming, in so doing, a resilient 
permanent set such that the engagement between the 
male and fernale threaded members is precise and con 
tinuous. 

‘1' l1e exact nature of the invention may be more clearly 
understood from the following detailed description of one 
embodiment thereof, when read with reference to the 

’ accompanying drawings in which: 
Fig. 1 is a sectional view of an insulating support IDCII1 

ber constructed in accordance with the principles of the 
invention and engaging an aperture in a metal plate; 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the assembled adjusting 
means; and 

Fig. 3 is a view of the metal adjusting plate and of the 
aperture therein. 
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In many types of sensitive electromagnetic relays, criti 
cal adjustment 0f the relationship between the operating 
elements is performed by means of threaded adjusting 
members. Thu_s_‚ in one type of extensively used sensitive 
relay disclosed in Patent 1,121‚897‚ granted December 22, 
1914, to E. B. Craft, the static unoperated relationship 
between the ?xed contact elements, carried 0n the ?xed 
contact springs, and the moving contact elements, car 
ried by the armatur'e, is controlled by means of threaded 
members which engage tapped slots in a metal adjusting 
plate and which have insulating tips inserted in their ends 
and to engage the ?xed contact springs. lt has been found 
that relays embodying this type of adjusting means re 
quire periodic readjustment. Analysis disclosed that the 
failure of the adjusting screws to retain their adjusted 
position resulted both from insu?icient axial stabilitj/ of 
the adjusting screw and from the fact that a relatively 
10W and non-constant torque was required to turn those 
adjusting screws. It was further recognized that the ini 
tial cost of manufacturing adjusting screws of this type 
was inordinately high due to the necessity of providing 
the insulating detail and that the stability of the insulating 
material under high unit pressures was not as satisfactory 
as metal. 
The manner in which these de?ciencies have been over 

come is the subject of this invention, and a relay of the 
type disclosed in the above-identi?ed Craft patent and 
embodying the present invention is disclosed in my co 
pending application, Serial N0. 394,818, ?led on Novem 
ber 27, 1953. It is to be understood, however, that while 
the invention is ideally suited for use in conjunction with 
sensitive relays, it is applicable to a diversity of ?elds 
wherever precise adjustment is required. 

Referring now to the drawings, Fig. 1 shows an ad 
justing plate 1 which is preferably metallic and which may 
serve any additional structural purpose required in the 
particular item to which the invention is being applied. 
Plate 1 is provided With an aperture which is preferably 
of the form disclosed in Fig. 3 of the drawings. F01‘ a 
purpose which will be perceived from the ensuing descrip 
tion, the edges of the aperture in the adjusting plate 1 are 
preferably provided with discontinuities such as a plu 
rality of grooves 2 running through the depth cf the ma 
terial of the adjusting plate 1. 

Insertable in the aperture in the adjusting plate 1 is a 
bushing 3 (Fig. l) of insulating material. This material 
should be resilient, streng, tappable, have a high dielectric 
constant, and maintain its physical properties over an 
extended life. 0116 material well suited to the application 
has been found to be a high molecular weight polyhex 
amethylene adipamide, sold as commercial nylon. 

Bushing 3 is in the form of a circular member with an 
enlarged head. The main circular body portion 4 is 
slightly tapered so as t0 be readily insertable in the aper 
ture in the adjusting plate l, with clearance existing be 
tween the lower circumference of the body portion 4 and 
the edges cf the plate 1 de?ning that aperture, as is shown 
in Fig. 1 of the drawings. The enlarged head portion 5 
overlies the face of the plate 1 and the surface of that 
head 5 which is adjacent the plate 1 is preferably also 
tapered as is shown at 6 in Fig. 1 of the drawings. 
The bushing 3 is also provided with an aperture which 

is gradually tapered throughout a major portion of its 
length and abruptly tapered in the head Portion 5. The 
abrupt taper insures the easy insertion of a threaded screw 
in the aperture, and the gradual taper insures that the en 
gagement between the threads on the screw and the bush 
ing will be progressively more intimate. It has been 
found that a gradual taper of 1° 45’ is satisfactory when 
a N0. 4—48 machine screw is used. 
As is shown in Fig. 2 of the drawings, a threaded screw 

9 is self-tapped in the aperture of the bushing 3. The 



size of the aperture im the bushing 3 should be so selected 
that am exceedimgly imtimate engagememt exists betweem 
the threads of the screw 9 and the mewly tapped threads 
in ~the bushing 3. lt has beem found that the ‚requisite 
relältiomship exists, with the noted material; ‘if the diam 
eter of the ape'rture im the bushing 3 at the begimning of 
the gradual taper mear the head of the bushing be approx 
imately equal to the major diameter of the screw 9 and if 
the smallest diameter of the aperture in the bushing 3 be 
betweem the pitch diameter and the minor diameter of 
the sbrew. The ultimate test, however, is functional, with 
the relative dimensioms being selected so that comstant, 
reasonably high torque is required to turm the screw after 
it has beem threaded imto the bushing 3. For example, 
in 2’1pplyimg the invention to the aforesaid'sensitive relay, 
it was found that the dimensions should preferably be 
sel'ected such that a nominal torque of 12 ounce-inches is 
re'quired to turn the screw after the threads are fully 
tapped. It will be seem im Fig. 2 of the drawings that 
when the serew 9 is inserted in the aperture im the bush- - 
ing 3, the outer circumference 0f the bushing 3 expands 
so as more tightly to engage the aperture im the adjust 
ing plate 1. 

It will be moted that due 10 the exceedingly intimate 
relationship between the threads on the screw 9 and the 
threads 011 the bushing 3 not only is a high constamt torque 
required to turm the screw, but also a high degree of axial 
stability is imparted to the screw. Further, since the 
bushing 3 is a material having a relatively high dielectric 
comstant, m0 additional insulating meams is required so 
that the screw 9 may be entirely metallic and hence 
cheaper tham its earlier coumterpart, and its tip spherical 
surface more stable under pressure of the adjusted 
member. 

It is to be understood that the above-described arrange 
memts are but illustrative of the applicatiom of the prin 
ciples of the invention. Numerous other arrangements 
may be devised by those skilled im the art without depart 
ing frorn the spirit and -scope of the invemtion. 
What is clairned is: 
l. In eornbination a plate having surfaces de?ming a cir 
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cular aperture therethrough, said surfaces of said plate 
having a plurality of grooves formed thereon, an opem— 
emded bushing cf a high molecular weight polyamide 
having a ?anged portion integral With one emd, said 
bushing having outer and immer uninterrupted surfaces 
each of which is continuously tapered from said ?ange end 
to the other end of said bushing, and a screw threaded 
through said bushing, said tapered outer surface intimately 
engaging the plate surface forming said aperture and said 
groves and said ?ange portiom abutting ome ?at surface 
of said plate, and said immer surface tapered fromya diam 
eter approximating the major diameter of said screw 
threads at one emd of said bushing to a substantially 
smaller diameter at said other end. 

2. In combination a plate having surfaces de?ning a 
circular aperture therethrough, said surfaces of said plate 
having a plurality of grooves formed thereon, an open 
emded bushing of a high molecular weight polyämide 
having a ?anged portion integral with one end, said bush 
ing having outer and immer uninterrupted surfaces each 
of which is continuously tapered fromm said ?ange end to 
the other end of said bushing, and a screw threaded 
through said bushing, said tapered outer surface intimately 
engaging the plate surface forming said aperture and said 
grooves and said ?amge portiom abutting 0me ?at -surface 
of said plate, and said inner surface tapered from a diam 
eter approximating the major diameter of said screw 
threads a1: said ?ange emd to a diameter intermediate the 
pitch and minor diameters at said other emd. 
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